KOJIN CO.,LTD.
Type of business

Contents of business

Parts of machines

Manufacturing of insert molding parts

関連会社

Character and strong point of the company

Our company is a specialty maker of insert molding products.
Every kind of industrial inverters, control module cases for a servo motor, substrates of power supply and control and
cars, module cases for family, sensor cases, molding substrates are our favorite fields.
We manufacture a unique product by making full use of a patent of three-dimensionally insert molding method. Molding
products by our creative design and structure of mold, original molding process are contributing to a reduction of value
analysis price in various fields like industries, cars and public welfare.

本社住所

Address of
Head office

5,Morijiri,Kamiichi Town,

Associated

Nakaniikawa District, Toyama
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◆Year of estabulishment

Feb.15,1974

◆Capital

83.5 million yen

◆Total employees

146 persons

L

http://www.kojin.co.jp/

◆ISO14001:2015 certification acquisited

Aug.15,2017

06040-B(certification number)

3050million yen
Masanobu Koshiba,
President

Aug.15,2017

06040-A(certification number)

(accounting in Jun,2018)

◆Type of business

+81-76-473-2692

◆ISO9001:2015 certification acquisited

(at Jun.30,2017)

◆Representative

KOJIN Trading（Thailand）Co., Ltd.

Comments in particular

Outline of company

◆Yearly turnover

PT.Kojin.Indonesia

本社住所

Manufacturing of
electric instruments
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Primary handling of products

① For industrial instruments: power semiconductor cases, resin substrates for bus bar servo with terminal blocks for
inverters
② For car instruments: brake control cases, sensor cases, power window parts
③ For public welfare: resin molding substrates
④ Inverter cases for air conditioner
⑤ Aluminum construction materials

Introduction

of

products

１． Terminal blocks with wire conductors
Integral molding terminal blocks with conductors which make it easier for our customers to assemble and
decrease the pieces of parts. The shape of products can be changed in accordance with our customers’needs.
２． Module cases with terminal blocks
As we have achieved producing a lot of module cases, the shape which is fit for value analysis such as integrated
ones with terminal blocks can be produced.
３． Cases for electric air conditioners
We deal with the parts for HEV, EV and integral molding products with connector which is a part for cars.
４． Substrates of power supply for public welfare
Space saving and Integration with other parts are possible due to insulating high-voltage parts of print substrate
by resin with press products.

Desirable business negotiations

◆sales

We are glad to comply with a request for custom-made products which are integrated with
metallic parts and thermoplastic resin. We are ready to carry out your orders.

Experience of trade with foreign countries

◆Customer countries

Malaysia, China and Vietnam
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Character of our company / Advantage of insert molding

Dealing with various sizes

Reducing cost and Saving Space

●Our company is equipped with vertical molding

● Reduction the pieces of car and high-

machines

from

small

size(30t)

to

large

insulation are possible by Integral molding

size(260t). We are possible to deal with various

We will be glad to contribute to cutting cost,

insert molding.

saving space and workload
Experience

of

trade

with

foreign

reduction.

countries

Trial and Mass production
★Product design and jig design in accordance

●We deal with every consultation including
trial

production,

which

range

with our customers’ needs in-house.

from

Our company is highly regarded by major

considering materials of insert parts and
electroplating

to

developing

automotive parts manufactures and electric

inspection

appliance maker.

instruments, jigs and tools to check the

function.

Pioneer of Insert Molding!
Challenge to improve technology and to use our
ingenuity in order to meet the need of our
customers. We deal with trial production and
mass production from large size to small size.
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